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This paper looks at the various reference forms used in the Ramoaaina language and the 
reasons for the choice of a particular form. A theory is proposed that a speaker chooses a low level 
reference form unless this would cause ambiguity. This theory is evaluated in regard to the 
reference forms used in Ramoaaina to establish and maintain identity of a participant. The use of 
reference forms for highlighting a participant is also investigated. 
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Abbreviations 
1   1st person 

2   2nd person 

3   3rd person 

ART  article 

CAUS   causitive 

CP     connective particle 

DEM  demonstrative 

du   dual 

E   effective particle 

EDPOS   edible possessive 

ex   exclusive 

in   inclusive 

IRR   irrealis 

NEG  negative 

NOMLZ  nominalizer 

NUM  numeral suffix 

O   object 

Obl  oblique 

ORD  ordinal number prefix 

p, PL  plural 

POS  possessive 

PRF   perfect aspect 

RDPL  reduplication 

s   singular 

S   subject 

tr   trial 

UNSPEC unspecified subject pronoun 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In all languages speakers use various referential forms to designate participants and objects. The speaker’s 
primary goal is to communicate with his hearer, and hence in choosing which referential form to use he tries to 
ensure that the identification of the participants involved is possible. It seems that referential forms may vary 
from minimally encoded to very specific. What motivates a speaker to choose one form rather than another is a 
topic of interest for linguists, and there have been various models suggested to account for the choice a speaker 
makes. In this paper I will be considering the different referential forms used in Ramoaaina and when a speaker 
would choose a particular form. 

The Ramoaaina language is spoken by about 10 000 people living in the Duke of York Islands in the East 
New Britain Province of Papua New Guinea. It is an Austronesian language, belonging to the Meso-Melanesian 
cluster, in the South New Ireland/NW Solomonic network. The language has thirteen consonants, which are 
written as follows: b, d, g, k, l, m, n, ng, p, r, s, t, w and six vowels, written as: a, aa, e, i, o, u. There are both 
open and closed syllables. There are vowel sequences, but no consonant clusters. 

Ramoaaina is a SVO language. 

I would like to thank the Ramoaaina people for their help and patience in telling and editing stories, which 
are the basis for this paper. My appreciation is also extended to Stellan Lindrud and Joan Healey for their help 
and suggestions in the analysis and presentation of this paper. Furthermore, I would like to acknowledge the 
considerable help I have received in this study from Lesley Fast’s paper on the same topic in Tungag (1997). 

Fast (1997:1) has argued that in Tungag, a language related to Ramoaaina, a speaker’s choice of a 
particular referential form “is influenced by one of two broad purposes: 1) establishing and maintaining 
identity; and 2) highlighting.” This categorization of purpose also seems to hold true for referential forms used 
in Ramoaaina narratives. 

In this paper we will look firstly at the reference forms used in Ramoaaina for establishing and maintaining 
identity; what they are, how frequently they occur and why a speaker chooses a particular form. Then we will 
consider the reference forms used for highlighting; what they are, how frequently they occur and why a speaker 
chooses a particular form. Underlining has been used in all the examples to show which particular part of an 
example is in focus. 

2. ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING IDENTITY 

The various referential forms used to establish and maintain identity can be categorized into two groups: 
those that are minimally encoded and those that are very specific. The forms with the least encoding I will call 
low level referential forms. Let us propose a theory that a speaker chooses a low level referential form (i.e. with 
minimal encoding), unless he needs to disambiguate, in which case he chooses a high level referential form. 

However, before evaluating this claim we will look at the various reference forms available to Ramoaaina 
speakers to establish and maintain identity. 

2.1 Reference Forms 
In examining some Ramoaaina narratives I have identified five different referential forms used to establish 

and maintain identity. Three of them can be grouped together into the category of low level referential forms. 
They are the person marking morpheme, the possessive pronoun suffix and the possessive pronoun. The two 
other referential forms used in Ramoaaina belong in the high level group. They are the noun phrase and the 
noun phrase with a relative clause. 

a. Person marking morpheme 

Table 1 shows the various forms of the person marking morpheme. 
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Table 1 Person Marking Morphemes 

Person  Singular Dual Trial Plural 

First Inclusive  daar datul daat 

 Exclusive iaau mir mitul miaat 

Second  u/ui mur mutul muaat 

Third  i/-i diaar ditul diat 

The second and third person singular person marking morphemes are u and i respectively when marking 
the subject. When marking the object or an oblique argument ui is used for the second person singular, and the 
clitic -i which attaches to the end of the verb phrase is used for the third person singular. 

The person marking morpheme may mark the subject as in example (1), the object as in example (2) or an 
oblique argument as in example (3). 

 1) H kn o`` `,mt,m` jtl ts,tsm`` 
3s carry E ART-POS-3s PL RDPL-thing 

‘She carried her things’ 

 2) A`` ch`s kt v`,h jn q` qtl` 
when 3p chase away-3s from ART house 

‘When they chased her away from the house’ 

 3) Hn+ a`` h``t ohqohq j`qnl,h kdm,ah h s``mfh- 
Well, when 1s speak to-3s like-this 3s cry 

‘Well, when I spoke to her like this she cried.’ 

b. Possessive pronoun suffix, which is used to show inalienable possession. 

Table 2 shows the various forms of the possessive pronoun suffix. 

Table 2 Possessive Pronoun Suffixes 

Person  Singular Dual Trial Plural 

First Inclusive  -ndaar -ndatul -ndaat 

 Exclusive -ng -mir -mitul -miaat 

Second  -m -mur -mutul -muaat 

Third  -na -ndiaar -nditul -ndiat 

The possessive pronoun suffix identifies a noun as belonging to a participant as in example (4). The noun 
to which it is suffixed may be a subject, an object or an oblique argument. 

 4) h a`an o`` j`qnl sdm`v`vh,m` 
3s look E to sister-3sPOS 

‘she looked towards her sister’ 

c. Possessive pronoun, which usually occurs with the noun it modifies (either preceding or following it) 
and identifies it as belonging to a participant. In Ramoaaina there is one set of possessive pronouns for items 
such as food and drink and another set for other alienably possessed items. The set of possessive pronouns for 
food and drink is found in table 3. The other set of possessive pronouns is composed of the possessive 
connective nu- plus the possessive pronoun suffix. Both sets of possessive pronouns may occur in subject, 
object or oblique arguments. 
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Table 3 Possessive Pronouns for Food and Drink 

Person  Singular Dual Trial Plural 

First Inclusive  andaar andatul andaat 

 Exclusive ngaang maamir maamitul maamiaat 

Second  maam maamur maamutul maamuaat 

Third  ana andiaar anditul andiat 

In example (5) the possessive pronoun identifies the greens as ‘her greens’. 

 5) A`` h stm q``o s`` `,m` sta` h stm ` sta` `,q` 
when 3s cook finish E EDPOS-3s greens 3s cook ART greens EDPOS-ART 

qt s`o,s`at,m` 
two RDPL-grandchild-POS3s 

  ‘When she finished cooking her greens she cooked her two grandchildren’s greens’ 

In example (6) the possessive pronoun identifies the life as ‘her life’. 

 6) Hn h a``m``j`j` `,mt,m` k`k``tm` j``h m`,qtl`- 
So 3s destroy ART-POS-3s life also at-house 

‘So, she also destroyed her life inside.’ 

The possessive pronoun suffix may also be used with the locative marker (m``,) as in example (7) to 
denote location at a participant’s place or near his body, or with the recipient marker (s``,) as in example (8) to 
denote direction towards a participant. 

 7) H`jt l`` s`,o``m,c``q hm o`q``t s``t jt m``,m` l` hm j`vd+ a`` 
But that one-of-1duin 3sIRR hide E only at-3sPOS and 3sIRR spy that 

``v` l`` h otj,otj `m,c``q sta` l`,h- 
what that 3s RDPL-sprinkle EDPOS-1duin greens with-3s 

‘But one of us will just hide at her and he’ll spy what she sprinkles our greens with.’ 

 8) @ lt``m` h q``s m` l``ql``qh o`` ` m``s,khj l``+ m`ltq h ohqh 
ART man 3s hug CP love E ART child-little DEM then 3s say-3s 

s``,m` kdm``+ ÔH``t s`l``,l ltkt ts ---” 
to-3sPOS that 1s father-2sPOS true own ... 

‘the man hugged of love that child of his and then he said to him that, “I am your own true 
father.”’ 

d. Noun phrase, which may consist of a single noun or a noun with various modifiers. The structure of the 
noun phrase consists of four optional modifier slots followed by an obligatory noun followed by five optional 
modifier slots. The noun phrase seldom has more than five elements. 

The noun phrase may be the subject of a clause as in example (9), or it may be the object as in example (11) 
or an oblique argument as in example (10). 

 9) Hn+ ch`s jh stj sdm`v`vh,m` h a`,ats` a`kds+ 
So, 3p sit until sister-POS3s 3s RDPL-give.birth again 

‘So they stayed until her sister gave birth again,’  

 10) ch`s vds`qnl s``t l`,jt l` q` s`l`` q` m``s+ s`l``,m Idkh l`--- 
3p meet E now-only with ART father POS child father-POS Jeli and... 

‘they just met up with the child’s father, Jeli’s father and ...’ 

 11) h a`an o`` j`qnl sdm`v`vh,m`- 
3s look E to sister-POS3s 

‘she looked towards her sister.’ 

e. Noun phrase with a relative clause, which consists of a noun phrase plus a demonstrative and a clause. 
The demonstrative and the clause modify the noun phrase. As with the simple noun phrase the noun phrase with 
a relative clause may have the grammatical function of subject as in example (12), object as in example (13) or 
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oblique as in example (14). Although I have categorized the noun phrase with a relative clause together with the 
noun phrase as both being high level referential forms, the noun phrase with a relative clause has the potential 
for encoding more information than the noun phrase, and , therefore it would also be possible to separate these 
two forms into two different groups, classifying the noun phrase with a relative clause as a higher form. 

 12) ` lt``m` jt a`` h a`antq` qtl` m` l`k``o``mf+ ` qtl` m` 
ART man just DEM 3s oversee house CP sick ART house CP 

lhm``s h onjn,h 
corpse 3s cut-3s 

‘just the man who looked after the hospital, the morgue cut her’ 

 13) H mtj o`` a`kds `,mtm,ch``q jtl ohm`o``l a`` ch``q o``l,h+ 
3s think E again ART-POS-3du PL work DEM 3du do-3s 

‘She remembered again their works which they did,’ 

 14) Ch`s j``mj``m o`` l` q` k``hm a`` J``oh h jh j`qnl ch`s- 
3p angry E with ART group DEM Kaapi 3s stay to 3p 

‘They were angry with the group with whom Kaapi stayed’ 

2.2 Frequency of Use of Reference Forms 
Within a narrative text in Ramoaaina are some reference forms used more frequently than others?. To 

investigate the frequency of different forms, counts were made in four texts, giving a total of 1350 occurrences 
of reference forms. The following table shows the percentages1 of occurrence of various types of reference 
forms found. Although only four stories were used for this count the major trends which emerge here are 
representative of Ramoaaina narratives. 

Table 4 Frequency of Use of Reference Forms 

Reference Form Grammatical 
Function 

Frequency of Use 
(as %) 

Person marking morpheme 1) as subject 36%  

 2) as object 10.5% 49.5% 

 3) as oblique 3%  

Possessive pronoun suffix   4% 

Possessive pronoun   5.4% 

Noun phrase 1) as subject 15%  

 2) as object 11% 37% 

 3) as oblique 11%  

Noun phrase with a relative 1) as subject .2%  

clause 2) as object 1% 2% 

 3) as oblique .8%  

Reference Forms Used for Highlighting (See Section 3) 

Unspecified subject pronoun   0.8% 

Independent pronoun   0.3% 

Independent pronoun phrase   1% 

Independent pronoun with a  

relative clause 

  0.1% 

                                                           
1 The percentages have been rounded to the nearest .5% if the percentage is 1% or more. For percentages under 1% rounding has 

been done to the nearest .1%. 
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Clearly the person marking morpheme is the most common reference form used and accounts for almost 
half (49.5%) of all reference forms found. This result is in keeping with the theory that a speaker will use a low 
level reference form unless it causes ambiguity. 

36% of all the reference forms are person marking morphemes in the grammatical function of subject. This 
could be re-expressed as 72.5% of all the person marking morphemes. One note of caution with these figures is 
that in some cases, for example with a first person referent, the person marking morpheme is the most normal 
means of identification. In one of the stories there were 46 first person referents as subjects referred to with the 
person marking morpheme, which I thought may have been skewing the results. So, I made an additional 
calculataion omitting these first person references. The percentage did turn out to be a little lower, at 34%. 

Noun phrases account for the next largest number of reference forms, at 37% of the total. They are fairly 
equally distributed between subject, object and oblique arguments. If a speaker needs more than the person 
marking morpheme to disambiguate participants the noun phrase reference form is the one he is most likely to 
use. 

The other three reference forms used to establish and maintain identity account for only 11.5% of all 
reference forms. The possessive pronoun accounts for about half of that, and at 5.5%, clearly does have some 
impact. The possessive pronoun suffix and the possessive pronoun are similar reference forms and when added 
together constitute 9.5% of all the reference forms. The noun phrase with a relative clause is fairly infrequent, 
occurring in only 0.4% of reference forms, but it provides a means whereby more encoding than the noun 
phrase allows can be used to provide more information to disambiguate participants. 

In summary, then, these figures give some support to the theory that a low level reference form will be used 
unless a high level form is required to disambiguate participants. 

2.3 Choice of Referential Form 
We will now turn our attention to when a Ramoaaina speaker would use these various referential forms in a 

narrative. 

2.3.1 Person Marking Morpheme 

As a low level referential form the person marking morpheme is a means whereby a participant can be 
tracked, that is his identity can be maintained. It occurs in sections of text where the main participant has 
already been identified and is a) continuing to participate, b) reintroduced after a short absence, or c) 
reintroduced after a longer absence of several clauses. We will look at each of these three situations in turn. 

2.3.1.1 Maintaining identity with person marking morphemes in a constant 
grammatical function 

The person marking morpheme may be used to refer to a participant who has already been identified and is 
now continuing to participate in events. The participant may be subject or object or an oblique argument, and 
may even switch grammatical functions within the section of text. 

Separation of grammatical functions contributes to the tracking of participants. A participant who has 
already been identified in a particular grammatical function, be it subject, object or oblique, and persists in that 
particular function may be referred to with merely a person marking morpheme. Because the participant 
maintains the same grammatical function there is no ambiguity of identity, and the speaker is able to choose this 
low level referential form, in accordance with the proposed theory. In example (15) the grandmother has already 
been identified as the subject and so throughout this section of text as she continues in that grammatical 
function the person marking morpheme is sufficient to maintain her identity. 
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 15) A`` h st,stm h otj `,m` sta` l` q` l`o``j jn q` 
when 3s RDPL-cook 3s sprinkle EDPOS-3s greens with ART salt.water from ART 

l`s``,m` c``mhl- H anmf a``s,h l` q` hm ohm m` v``s- H q`j``m 
eye-3sPOS river 3s cover stop-3s with ART ART piece CP stone 3s remove 

``q`,h jtoh h hsto o`` l`o``j- M`ltq h otj `,m` sta` 
expose-3s so.that 3s scoop P salt.water then 3s sprinkle EDPOS-3s greens  

  l`,h- A`` h stm q``o s`` `,m` sta` h stm ` sta` 
with-3s when 3s cook finish P EDPOS-3s greens 3s cook ART greens 

`,q` qt s`o,s`at,m`- 
EDPOS-ART two RDPL-grandchild-POS3s 

‘When she cooked she sprinkled her greens with salt water from the spring. She covered it over 
with a piece of stone. She removed it so that she scooped salt water. Then she sprinkled her greens 
with it. When she finished cooking her greens she cooked her two grandchildren’s greens.’ 

In example (16) there is an interaction between father and daughter. The daughter has already been 
identified and at the beginning of this section of text s`l``,m` ‘her father’ is identified. From then onwards 
they are both referred to using only person marking morphemes. The person marking morphemes for both 
participants have identical forms, but can readily be distinguished because the father assumes the function of 
subject throughout even though the daughter begins in an object function and later acts in an oblique function. 

 16) A`` s`l``,m` h a`an o``,h+ o` h a`an kdkd o``,h- A`` h v``m 
when father-3sPOS 3s see E-3s NEG 3s see recognize E-3s when 3s go 

l`q`v``h h a`an kdkd o``,h- M`ltq h adm o``,h t,md t q` 
near 3s see recognize E-3s later 3s fetch E-3s to-down to ART 

qtl`+ h fh v` ` jtl ohjohjdj jnm,h- A`` h fh v` ` jtl 
house 3s wash away ART PL mud from-3s when 3s wash away ART PL 

ohjohjdj jnm,h--- 
mud from-3s... 

‘When her father(S) saw her(O), he(S) didn’t recognize her(O). When he(S) went near he(S) 
recognized her(O). Then he(S) took her(O) down to the house, he(S) washed away the mud from 
her(Obl). When he(S) washed away the mud from her(Obl)...’ 

2.3.1.2 Maintaining identity with person marking morphemes in changing 
grammatical functions 

Within a section of text a participant may switch grammatical functions yet still be referred to with only a 
person marking morpheme, and identity maintained. In example (16) the daughter does just that, switching from 
the object to the oblique. In example (17) too, where there is switching of grammatical functions, there is no 
ambiguity as the participant referred to is the only one who is third person singular, while others involved are 
third person plural and first person plural. 
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 17) H ohq,h m`` ch`s kt v`,h jn q` qtl`- Hn+ h cdjcdj ``jhs ` 
3s say-3s that 3p chase E-3s from ART house so 3s strong very ART 

s`otmtj j`qnl,h+ hn+ lh``s j``h lh``s ohqohq o`` j`qnl,h+ lh``s ohqohq j`qnl,h 
sadness to-3s so 1pex also 1pex speak E to-3s 1pex speak to-3s 

lh``s v`q``ts jhm`khj,h- H a`an kdkd,h h`jt h a`an kdm,a`` ` mf``k` 
1pex help little-3s 3s see recognize-3s but 3s look like-that ART big 

m` s`otmtj h cdjcdj ``jhs j`qnl,h t q` mt,m` k`k``tm- H a`an,h m``  
CP sadness 3s strong very to-3s in ART POS-3s life 3s see-3s that 

o` h tvh` o`` l` ` s`otmtj l`` ` s`otmtj h cdjcdj ``jhs 
NEG 3s defeat E now ART sadness DEM ART sadness 3s strong very 

j`qnl,h+ hn+ h``t adm s`sn o``,h t q` l`ktq``o t q` Atmf 
to-3s so 1s fetch up E-3s in ART afternoon on ART Day 

@`hv``s t q` jhk``k` shv` m` mnhm` l` khl`,ch tsa``h- 
Thursday in ART year nine CP ten and five-NUM yet 

‘She said that they chased her away from the house. So, her sadness (literally: sadness towards 
her) was very strong, so we also spoke to her, we spoke to her we helped her a bit. She recognized 
it but she looked as if her big sadness (literally: a big sadness towards her) was very strong in her 
life. She saw that she wasn’t defeating that sadness now, her sadness (literally: sadness towards 
her) was very strong her, so I brought her up in the afternoon on Thursday still in 1995.’ 

2.3.1.3 Reintroduction by person marking morphemes after a short absence 

Although a participant may not have been active in the previous clause he may be reintroduced with a 
person marking morpheme if his absence has only been short. It is clear what each participant is doing, and that 
the one reintroduced is the one who was participating not long ago. In a sense the context is supplying cues 
which help to disambiguate the participants and allow the speaker to choose the default low level referential 
form. See example (18) where ` s`at`m l`` ‘that woman’ is identified with a noun phrase near the beginning, 
and then with the noun phrase ``msh `,mt,lhq ‘our aunty’. Later the grandmother becomes the only participant 
in one clause. In the next one the grandmother is still the subject, but ‘that woman’ or ‘our aunty’ referred to 
two clauses earlier is reintroduced with only a person marking morpheme in a locative phrase. 

 18) A`` ` qt m``s khj,khj l`` ch``q vdktkt ltf` t,`` t q` 
when ART two child RDPL-little that 3du run first to-over to ART 

mtm,ch`s qtl`+ ch``q vdktkt m`ltq t q` qtl` ch``q a`an ` s`at`m 
POS-3p house 3du run behind at ART house 3du see ART woman 

l`` h hmdo+ h` l``s s``t+ h hmdo s``t l`,jt m`sd t q` rhldm- 
that 3s lie 3sPRF die E 3s lie E now-only on.top at ART cement 

Hn ch``q vdktkt s`khkh a`kds j`qnl s`atm,ch``q ch``q ohqh m``+ 
so 3du run back again to grandmother-3duPOS 3du say that 

Ï@`msh `,mt,lhq h` l``s+ jt,q`` l`,jt h hmdo s``t m`sd t q` 
aunty ART-POS-1pex 3sPRF die at-there now-only 3s lie E on.top at ART 

rhldm-Ì Hn a`` ` s`atm,ch``q l`` h vdktkt o`qh t,md+ h 
cement well when ART grandmother-3duPOS that 3s run down to-down 3s 

a`an s``t tm,h jt,q`` l`,jt h hmdo s``t+ o` h kn c`c`ho v`j``j 
see E on-3s at-there now-only 3s lie E NEG 3s carry wind well 

l`- 
now 

‘When those two children ran ahead over to their house, they ran behind the house they saw that 
woman lying down, she was unconscious, she  was just lying there on top of the cement. So they 
ran back again to their grandmother they said, “Our aunty is unconscious, she’s just lying there on 
top of the cement.” Well when that grandmother ran down she looked at her just lying there on 
top, she wasn’t breathing well now.’ 
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2.3.1.4 Reintroduction where different person marking morphemes are used 

Sometimes a participant may be reintroduced with only a person marking morpheme, even though that 
participant has been absent for several clauses. I have identified two situations where this occurs. Firstly where 
the person marking morphemes for each participant are different, and secondly where context cues assist to 
disambiguate participants. 

In a narrative a person marking morpheme may be used to reintroduce a participant who has been absent 
for several clauses if the participants are referred to with different person marking morphemes. There is no 
confusion of identity as the referential forms are different. So, the speaker is able to choose a low level 
referential form, and doesn’t need to resort to a high level form. For example, this can be seen in one story 
where there’s no confusion as one participant is a woman marked by the third person singular person marking 
morpheme and the other participant is two children marked by the third person dual person marking morpheme. 
In example (19) attention is on the two children at first, and they are referred to with the third person dual 
person marking morpheme. Then the attention turns to the grandmother who is identified with the third person 
singular person marking morpheme. 

 19) Ch``q o`o``l o`` t,q` `m,chstk tl`- Ch``q v``m o``s `m,ch``q tsm`` 
3du work E in-ART EDPOS-3tr garden 3du go arrive EDPOS-3du food 

jt,q`` h v`mhm``q s``,h h stm,stm,h jt l` q` onkn m` s`lhmhlh- 
at-there 3s prepare E-3s 3s RDPL-cook-3s just with ART liquid CP urinate 

L` h` `,m` tsm`` h stm,h l` q` l`o``j jn q` l`s``,m` 
and 3s EDPOS-3s food 3s cook-3s with ART salt.water from ART eye-3sPOS 

c``mhl- 
river 

‘They worked in their garden. They arrived their food there she prepared it she cooked it just with 
urine. And her food she cooked with salt water from the spring.’ 

Later in the same story when attention is again on the two children, the grandmother is reintroduced. As the 
events now involve all three participants together, they are incorporated into one person marking morpheme 
which is third person trial, and therefore differentiated from third person dual. See example (20). Because 
Ramoaaina differentiates between dual, trial and plural often the different person marking morphemes is 
sufficient to disambiguate non-singular participants. 

 20) A`` ch``q atkh ``q` v` hm o`mhm` v``s l`` ` o`k`` h v``m 
when 3du roll clear away ART skin stone that ART water 3s go 

h v``m h v``m h v``m h ltqtmf q``o ` jtl o`j``m` h v``m 
3s go 3s go 3s go 3s sink totally ART PL piece 3s go 

h v``m h ltqtmf q``o ` jtl at``k- Chstk ``khq- Chstk ``khq l`,jt 
3s go 3s sink totally ART PL bush 3tr float 3tr float now-only 

m`sd t q` o`j``m` s``h- 
on.top on ART piece sea 

‘When they(two) rolled that stone right away the water went, it went, it went, it went it completely 
inundated the place, it went, it completely inundated the land. They(three) floated. They(three) just 
floated now on top of the sea.’ 

2.3.1.5 Reintroduction by person marking morphemes where other context cues 
assist 

Reference forms obviously play the major role in disambiguating participants. However other words within 
the text also carry valuable information to help establish and maintain identity. For instance, in the last clause of 
example (21) the word in ‘3sIRR’ could refer to either ‘her sister’ or the ‘security man’. However the word 
balet ‘again’ tells the hearer that this is something that has happened before, and he is reminded of the event 
several clauses earlier where ‘her sister’ spoke to the security men and they chased the other woman away. 
Therefore, here the person marking morpheme is adequate to track the participants and the speaker has no need 
to resort to a high level reference form. Again this supports the theory that low level reference forms are chosen 
if the context is sufficient to disambiguate participants. 
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 21) Hn+ h v``m t q` jhk``k` ts l``+ ` s``hl a`` ` s`at`m khj l`` 
So 3s go in ART year self that ART time when ART woman little that 

J``oh h kn l` l`v``s- Sdm`v`vh,m` Mhqtj h ohqh j`qnl ` jtl 
Kaapi 3s carry now heavy sister-3sPOS Niruk 3s say to ART PL 

rdjhtqhsh ch`s ` kt v`,h jn q` qtl`- A`` ch`s kt v`,h jn q`  
security 3p IRR chase E-3s from ART house when 3p chase P-3s from ART 

qtl`+ hn hm hmdo v``mv``m l`,jt t q` s``l``m l`q`v``h lhm- 
house well 3sIRR sleep around now-only in ART village near here 

Hn+ ch`s kt v`,h jn q` s``l``m l``+ h v``m h hmdo a`kds j`qnl 
So, 3p chase E-3s from ART village that 3s go 3s sleep again to 

q`` m``,ch`s s`l``m` lhm ch`s hmdo j`qnl ch`s- A`` sdm`v`vh,m` h 
one relation-3p father-3sPOS here 3p sleep to 3p when sister-3sPOS 3s 

v`k`mfnqn o``,h kdm,ah jt,q`` h hmdo j`qnl m``,ch`s s`l``,m` h 
hear E-3s like-this at-there 3s sleep to relation-3p father-3sPOS 3s 

v``m h ohqh a`kds j`qnl ` rdjhtqhsh m`` hm kt v`,h jn q` 
go 3s say again to ART security that 3IRR chase E-3s from ART 

qtl` l``- 
house that 

‘So, it went on in that very year, the time when that little woman Kaapi had trouble. Her sister 
Niruk said to the security men to chase her away from the house. When they chased her away 
from the house, well then she would just sleep anywhere in the village near here. So, they chased 
her away from that village, she went and slept again with one family here, she slept with them. 
When her sister heard that she was sleeping with the family she went and spoke again to the 
security man that he would chase her away from that house.’ 

On rare occasions a participant may be reintroduced with only a person marking morpheme after a longer 
absence even though the person marking morphemes are identical and there are no apparent context cues to 
disambiguate the participant. The only reason I can give to account for this is that this participant is the major 
participant in the story and may therefore be assumed to be the one referred to. The story in totality is the 
context which provides the cue necessary to identify the participant. In the first sentence of example (22) Kaapi, 
who is the major participant in this story, is identified with a noun phrase. In the next sentence the action 
switches to third person plural, and then to Niruk’s baby. At this point there is a relative clause used to further 
identify the baby. In that relative clause Kaapi is referred to with only a person marking morpheme. After that, 
attention again switches to third person plural and various participants, until the last sentence when Kaapi is 
reintroduced this time as the subject. However, even at this point the reference is only with a person marking 
morpheme. This confirms the theory that high level referential forms are chosen only if they are needed for 
disambiguation. If the context is enough for disambiguation low level reference forms are used. 
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 22) S``hl a`` Mhqtj h a`ats`+ J``oh h a`antq` m``s kdm,a`` `,mt,m` 
time when Niruk 3s give.birth Kaapi 3s oversee child like-that ART-POS-3s 

adahrhs` lhm- Hn a`` ch`s jh lhm L``j`qto` l`+ ch`s jh mf``k` m` 
babysitter here well when 3p live here Maakarupa then 3p stay big CP 

hv`m+ stj a`` ` m`st,m Mhqtj h l``s t q` jhk``k` shv` m` 
long.time until when ART child-POS Niruk 3s die in ART year nine CP 

mnhm` c`vns t q` Itk``h l`` h l``s+ ` m``s,khj a`` h 
ten true in ART July when 3s die, ART child-little that 3s 

a`antq`,h- Hn+ ch`s jh stj sdm`v`vh,m` h a`ats` a`kds+ h ats` 
oversee-3s well 3p live until sister-3sPOS 3s give.birth again 3s bear 

o`` s`at`mhm` khj ` h``,m` l`` Rdqnm- A`` ch`s jh ch`s jh vdk``q 
E female little ART name-3sPOS that Seron when 3p live 3p live equal 

l` shv` m` mnhm` l` q`` t q` Doqhk s`l`` q` m``s,khj l`` h 
with nine CP ten and one in ART April father POS child-little DEM 3s 

l``s+ s`l`` q` s`at`m khj l`` @`mcqt h l``s+ ` m``s Mht @`hk`m- 
die father POS female little DEM Aandru 3s die ART man New Ireland 

Hn a`` ch`s jh+ ch`s jh lhm L``j`qto`+ mtm,ch``q jhmjhmh h 
well when they lived, they lived here Maakarupa POS-3du living.situation 3s 

jnhm`+ h v``m+ h a`antq` atktmf ` vd,qt``m` m``s l`` ` 
good 3s go 3s oversee next ART ORD-two child DEM ART 

s`at`mhm`,khj--- 
female-little 
‘The time when Niruk gave birth, Kaapi looked after the child as her babysitter here. Well when 
they lived here in Maakarupa then, they lived a long time, until Niruk’s child died in the year 1990 
in July that he died, the child which she looked after. Well, they lived until her sister gave birth 
again she bore a little girl her name was Seron. While they were (here) about 1991 in April that 
child’s father died, that child’s father Aandru died, a man from New Ireland. Well while they were 
here in Maakarupa, their living situation was good, it went on and on, she looked after next that 
second child a little girl...’ 

2.3.2 Possessive pronoun suffix 

Like the person marking morpheme the possessive pronoun suffix is a low level referential form. It 
identifies the participant as being the possessor of something. 

 23) Hn a`` Mhqtj h v`k`mfnqn o``,h m`` sdm`v`vh,m` h l``s s``t ` 
well when Niruk 3s hear E-3s that sister-3sPOS 3s die E ART 

a`k``,m` h kdm,ah h j``lstq o``+ kdm,ah h mdl m` v`q``ts 
stomach-3sPOS 3s like-this 3s stand.up E like-this 3s want CP help 

a`kds sdm`v`vh,m` l`` h` l``s s``t hn+ h qhmf t,md t q` 
again sister-3sPOS that 3sPERF die E so 3s ring to-down to ART 

jkhmhj hn+ jkhmhj a``r ch`s vdktkt s`sn l` q`` s``q` t,`` s`sn t q` 
clinic so clinic bus 3p run up with one people to-over up to ART 

mtm,ch`s qtl`- 
POS-3p house 
‘Well when Niruk heard that her sister was unconscious her stomach was like this it stood up (was 
filled with compassion), like she wanted to help again her sister who was unconscious so she rang 
down to the clinic, so the clinic bus ran up with some people over to their house’ 

In this section of text Niruk is identified in the first clause and then though there are two references to 
sdm`v`vh,m` ‘her sister’ and one of them even includes a relative clause, Niruk’s identity is maintained as the 
main participant so that at the point where it says h qhmf t,md t q` jkhmhj ‘she rang down to the clinic’ only a 
subject marking morpheme is used. The possessive pronoun suffix has helped to maintain her identity.  
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In example (24) there is another instance of the possessive pronoun suffix being used for maintaining 
participant identification. 

 24) A`` ` m``s m` j`qdjd a`` o` h mdl ` ohqohq m` stqvda``s 
when ART child CP chicken DEM NEG 3s like ART message CP prohibition 

`,mtm m``,m` h a`an m``,m` h` hmdo ctl`m+ h o`qh 
ART-POS mother-3sPOS 3s see mother-3sPOS 3sPRF sleep unaware 3s outside 

hmn o`` jn q` jtl s`,s`h,m` khj,khj l` h v``m+ h j`atq 
away E from ART PL RDPL-brother-3sPOS RDPL-little and 3s go 3s play 

vdkvdkhj jnm ch`s- A`` ` j`vhvh h a`an o``,h h` l`,jt h  
far from 3p when ART hawk 3s see E-3s 3s now-only 3s 

v``m,v``m+ h f``h`+ l` h ohqh m``+ Ô@,mf``mf vhqt`-” @ j`vhvh h  
RDPL-go 3s happy and 3s say that ART-3sPOS victim ART hawk 3s 

qnvn o`qh+ l` h o`` o``,h- A`` h qnvn l`,h jtoh hm tl cnjn,h 
fly down and 3s take E-3s when 3s fly with-3s so.that 3sIRR hit kill-3s 

l`+ h mtj o`` ` vdstqa``s `,mtm m``,m` j`qnl ch`s l` h--- 
now 3s think E ART prohibition ART-POS mother-3sPOS to 3p and 3s... 

‘When the chick which didn’t like his mother’s message of prohibition saw his mother was fast 
asleep, he went away outside from his brothers and he went, he played faraway from them. When 
the hawk saw him he alone he was going, he was happy, and he said, “My victim.” The hawk flew 
down, and took him.When he flew with him so that he would kill him, he remembered his 
mother’s prohibition to them and he...’ 

In the second sentence the hawk is the active participant, and the chick is reintroduced with only the person 
marking morpheme in both object and oblique functions. The reference to naa-na ‘his mother’ in the third 
sentence helps the hearer to know that the subject has now switched from the hawk to the chick. The speaker is 
able to select low level reference forms and still maintain identification, in accordance with the proposed theory. 

In both example (23) and (24) we can see that a low level reference form has been sufficient to maintain 
identity, and this confirms the theory that low level reference forms are used by default. Only if ambiguity 
would arise would high level forms be used. 

2.3.3 Possessive Pronoun 

The possessive pronoun is, like the person marking morpheme, a low level referential form. Like the 
possessive pronoun suffix, it links a participant to another referential form in the relation of possession. It is 
used to maintain identity, as can be seen in example (25). In previous clauses Kaapi has been the subject and 
active participant. Here two other minor participants God and Satan are introduced, each acting as subject in the 
clauses in which they occur. The oblique arguments referring to mt,m` k`k``tm ‘her life’ and the object 
mtjmtjh,m` ‘her thinking’ help to maintain Kaapi’s identity through this section, so that she can later be 
referred to with just a person marking morpheme, not needing a reintroduction with a noun phrase. ‘Her life’ is 
expressed using a possessive pronoun, while ‘her thinking’ is expressed using a possessive pronoun suffix. 
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 25) A`` h v``m v``mv``m l` kdm,ah ` l`fd+ h o``l ` jtl lnmfnqn 
when 3s go continuously now like-this ART sun 3s do ART PL many 

m` tsm`` kdm,ah o`` hm tl cnjn o``,h+ h`jt+ m``oh M``q` j``h h 
CP thing like-this so.that 3IRR hit kill E-3s but maybe God also 3s 

o`o``l cdjcdj t q` mt,m` k`k``tm+ kdm,ah h stq a``s,h jn q` 
work hard in ART POS-3s life like-this 3s stand prevent-3s from ART 

jtl ts,tsm`` kdm,ah hm tl cnjn o``,h tm,h- H`jt R``s``m j``h h 
PL RDPL-thing like-this 3IRR hit kill E-3s on-3s but Satan also 3s 

tvh` j``h t q` mt,m` k`k``tm+ h` j``h h v`,cdjcdj ` 
defeat also in ART POS-3s life 3s also 3s CAUS-strong ART 

mtjmtjh,m` o`` hm tl cnjn o``,h t q` Atmf Jta`j l` q` 
thinking-3sPOS so.that 3IRR hit kill E-3s on ART Day Monday and ART 

l`fd- A`` Jta`j l` kdm,ah h tl cnjn o``,h+ 
sun when Monday then like-this 3s hit kill E-3s 

‘While it was going on like this in the middle of the day, she did many things like this so that she 
would kill herself, but maybe God also worked hard in her life, like this he stopped her from the 
things like this she would kill herself with them. But Satan too won in her life, he also 
strengthened her thinking so that she would kill herself on Monday in the middle of the day. When 
then it was  Monday like this she killed herself.’ 

 26) Idkh h l``s l`ts- Hn m`ltq ch`s ``k `o``s o``,h ch`s v`,hmdo s``,h l` 
Jeli 3s die immediately so later 3p pull forth E-3s 3p CAUS-lie E-3s and 

sd,m`,khj Idjkhm h stq,stq m``,m`+ h kt,kt`m l` m``,m`- 
sibling-3POS-little Jeklin 3s RDPL-stand at-3sPOS 3s RDPL-cry now at-3sPOS 

‘Jeli died immediately. So then they pulled him out they laid him down and his brother Jeklin was 
standing near him, he was crying now near him.’ 

2.3.4 Noun Phrase 

Because the noun phrase is a high level referential form encoding a lot of information, it more specifically 
identifies the particular participant. If the noun phrase consists of a solitary unmodified noun it is often a proper 
noun. 

2.3.4.1 Introduction of a participant by a noun phrase 

A noun phrase is used to identify a participant when that participant is first introduced into a story, whether 
it be at the beginning of the story as in example (27) or at a later stage as in example (28). 

 27) @mf ``j``jtq o`` m``,chstk s`at,m` MdS`athjnq l` q` 
1sIRR story E relation-3tr grandchild/parent-3sPOS NeTabuikor and ART 

qt s`o,s`at,m`- 
two RDPL-grandchild-3sPOS 

‘I tell a story about NeTabuikor and her two grandchildren.’ 

 28) O`j``m` atmf a`` q`` m``s hmfdm khj C``mhdk h v`k``q,h o`` jtoh 
piece.of day when one child another little Daaniel 3s try-3s so.that so.that 

hm o`o``l t q` khl``,m` o`` hm ``k,h kdm,lh+--- 
3sIRR hold on ART hand-3sPOS so.that 3sIRR pull-3s like-this,... 

‘At the time when another little child Daaniel tried to hold onto his hand so that he would pull him 
like this,...’ 

  

In example (27) the two participants are introduced as the object of the clause, while in example (28) the 
participant is introduced as the subject. 

2.3.4.2 Reintroduction of a participant by a noun phrase 

A noun phrase is also used to reintroduce a participant when the attention has been on another participant. 
Example (29) begins with the attention on the wallaby and he is referred to using a person marking morpheme. 
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When the dog is reintroduced a noun phrase is used as the referential form and has an oblique function. The 
same noun phrase is then repeated as the subject of the next clause (see section 2.3.4.4), but after that the person 
marking morpheme is adequate for maintaining the dog’s identity. 

 29) M`ltq h v``m l` h atq jtst o`` `,qt khl``,m`- L` a`` h v``m 
later 3s go and 3s cut cut.off E ART-two hand-3POS and when 3s go 

s`khkh j`qnl ` o``o ` o``o h a`an o``,h kdm,l`qh h ``ktl `o`qh o`` 
back to ART dog ART dog 3s see E-3s like-this 3s pull.out out E 

`,qt khl``,m` jn q` hm stmf- 
ART-two hand-3POS from ART ART hole 

‘Later he went and he cut off his two hands. And when he went back to the dog, the dog saw him 
like this he pulled out his two hands from the hole.’  

2.3.4.3 Important part in the story shown by a noun phrase 

A noun phrase may also be used at an important part in the story, even though for participant tracking 
purposes it would not have been necessary. It is used as a form of emphasis and in a sense would fit better in the 
highlighting section, but, as the noun phrase generally functions more for establishing and maintaining identity I 
have put it under this section. 

In example (30) Jeli is referred to at the beginning with only person marking morphemes, and then in the 
second sentence he is referred to using a noun phrase. For participant identification a person marking morpheme 
would be sufficient, but the use here of a noun phrase can be explained by the fact that this is a point of intense 
emotion, an important part in the narrative, and so, for emphasis the noun phrase is used. 

 30) A`` h j`q``s s`` khl``,m` kdm,lh h o`jh v`,h l` h l``s- Idkh h 
when 3s bit E arm-3POS like-this 3s put.down E-3s and 3s die Jeli 3s 

l``s l`ts- 
die immediately 

‘When he bit his arm like this he put it down and he died. Jeli died immediately.’ 

2.3.4.4 Maintaining identity with a noun phrase in changing grammatical functions 

In section 2.3.1.2 it was noted that a person marking morpheme may maintain the identity of a participant, 
even when the morpheme switches from one grammatical function to another. However, it is often necessary to 
use a high level referential form, such as a noun phrase in these cases, to disambiguate participants. In example 
(31) we can see this. At the beginning of the sentence Daaniel is identified in the subject and reference to Jeli 
who had previously been identified, is maintained in the object by the use of the possessive pronoun suffix in 
khl``,m` ‘his hand’ and by the person marking morpheme h, ‘him’. However when he switches functions to 
become the subject, he is referred to with a noun phrase. 

 31) O`j``m` atmf a`` q`` m``s hmfdm khj C``mhdk h v`k``q,h o`` jtoh 
piece.of day when one child another little Daaniel 3s try-3s so.that so.that 

hm o`o``l t q` khl``,m` o`` hm ``k,h kdm,lh+ Idkh h v``m 
3sIRR hold on ART hand-3sPOS so.that 3sIRR pull-3s like-this Jeli 3s go 

l`ts h o``l o`` khl`` q` m``s,khj h ``k o``h--- 
immediately 3s hold E hand POS child-little 3s pull E-3s... 

‘At the time when another little child Daaniel tried to hold onto his hand so that he would pull him 
like this, Jeli went immediately he held the little child’s hand he pulled it...’ 

2.3.5 Noun Phrase with a Relative Clause 

A noun phrase with a relative clause is very much like the noun phrase and could be used whenever a noun 
phrase could be used. It too, encodes a lot of information. It may be used in the initial introduction of a 
participant as in example (32), where q` k``hm a`` J``oh h jh j`qnl ch`s ‘the group with whom Kaapi 
stayed’ are first introduced, or to reintroduce a participant after an absence as in example (33), where q` m``s,
khj a`` h a`antq`,h ‘the little child whom she looked after’ has been absent for a few clauses. 

 32) Ch`s j``mj``m o`` l` q` k``hm a`` J``oh h jh j`qnl ch`s- 
3p angry E with ART group DEM Kaapi 3s stay to 3p 

‘They were angry with the group with whom Kaapi stayed.’ 
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 33) Hn ch``q l`,jt ch``q jh tmf``h l` q` m``s,khj a`` h a`antq`,h- 
so 3du now-only 3du stay together with ART child-little DEM 3s oversee-3s 

‘So only they (two) now stayed together with the little child whom she looked after.’ 

3. HIGHLIGHTING 

We will now look at the three reference forms used in Ramoaaina for highlighting. They are the 
independent pronoun, the independent pronoun phrase and the independent pronoun with a relative clause. We 
will also consider the unspecified subject pronoun, which is used for the opposite of highlighting. 

3.1 Reference Forms 
a. Independent pronoun 

The following table shows the various forms of the independent pronoun.  

Table 5 Independent Pronouns 

Person  Singular Dual Trial Plural 

First Inclusive  daar datul daat 

 Exclusive iaau mir mitul miaat 

Second  ui mur mutul muaat 

Third  ia diaar ditul diat 

The independent pronoun can only function as the subject of a clause. See example (34). 

 34) ` s`a`q``m h ohqh kdm`` h` hm kn ` j`` l` hm a`antq` 
ART evil.spirit 3s say that 3s 3sIRR carry ART basket and 3sIRR oversee 

` h`m khj,khj a`` ch``q ` tkt o`,o``,h- 
ART fish RDPL-little DEM 3du IRR torch RDPL-E-3s 

‘the evil spirit said that he would carry the basket and he would look after the little fish that they 
would catch.’ 

b. Independent pronoun phrase, which consists of an independent pronoun with various modifiers. The 
most common modifiers are: ts ‘self’, jt ‘only, just’ q``o ‘all’ and atktmf ‘another, next’. 

The independent pronoun phrase is more specific in identifying the participant than the independent 
pronoun alone is. In the texts I have examined I have found that the independent pronoun phrase always occurs 
as subject as in example (35). 

 35) o` h tvh` o`` ` o,hm,`o``l a`` h` ts h o``l o``,h t q` 
NEG 3s defeat E ART RDPL-NOMLZ-work that 3s self 3s do E-3s in ART 

mt,m` k`k``tm- 
POS-3s life 

‘it didn’t defeat the work that she herself did to her life’ 

c. Independent pronoun with a relative clause, which consists of an independent pronoun plus a 
demonstrative and a clause. The demonstrative and the clause modify the pronoun. The independent pronoun 
with a relative clause is more specific in identifying the participant than either the independent pronoun or the 
independent pronoun phrase. As with the independent pronoun I have only found it to occur as subject, as in 
example (36).  

 36) v`jhq l` ch``q jh v`j``j j`ahm` a`` sdm`v`vh,m` h` a`` adahrhs` 
NEG now 3du sit well base DEM sister-3sPOS 3s DEM babysitter 

J``oh+ h v``m+ h knst tmf``h l` q` B-N-B---- 
Kaapi 3s go 3s worship together with ART C.O.C.... 

‘now they didn’t live well because her sister she who was the babysitter Kaapi, she went, she 
worshipped together with the C.O.C....’ 
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d. Unspecified subject pronoun. This can only occur as the subject of a clause. An example can be seen in 
(37). 

 37) Hn a`` ch kn,h t,md t q` jkhmhj ch`s o``l ` jtl  
well when UNSPEC carry-3s to-down.there to ART clinic 3p do ART PL 

  lnmfnqn m` tsm`` tm,h- 
many CP thing on-3s 

‘Well, when she was carried down to the clinic they did many things on her’ 

3.2 Frequency of Use of Reference Forms 
The independent pronoun is seldom used. If we refer back to Table 4 which shows the frequency of use of 

the various reference forms we find that the independent pronoun accounts for only 0.3% of all reference forms. 
Because it is used for emphasis we would expect that it would not occur often. 

The independent pronoun phrase accounts for 1% of all reference forms counted. Caution must be taken 
here as this figure includes modified first person referents, such as ‘we all’. It is true that the pronoun phrase 
highlights a participant, but it also provides more information so that it has a dual function of both highlighting 
and participant identification. 

The independent pronoun with a relative clause accounts for only 0.1% of all reference forms. It is a very 
rarely used reference form, with only one instance occurring in the four narratives sampled. 

The unspecified subject pronoun accounts for 0.8% of all the reference forms counted and in the two 
narratives where it occurs, it refers to four different referents at different points in the texts. 

3.3 Choice of Referential Form 

3.3.1 Independent Pronoun 

The independent pronoun is used to put emphasis on a participant. It would be possible to use just the 
person marking morpheme in the same context and still make a correct sentence and also be able to adequately 
identify the participant. However, by using the independent pronoun a marked emphasis is put on that 
participant. In example (38) the evil spirit says that he will carry the basket, emphasizing what his part is in this 
activity. 

 38) ` s`a`q``m h ohqh kdm`` h` hm kn ` j`` l` hm a`antq` 
ART evil.spirit 3s say that 3s 3sIRR carry ART basket and 3sIRR oversee 

` h`m khj,khj a`` ch``q ` tkt o`,o``,h- 
ART fish RDPL-little DEM 3du IRR torch RDPL-E-3s 

‘the evil spirit said that he would carry the basket and he would look after the little fish that they 
would catch.’ 

The independent pronoun can also be used to emphasize a contrast. For example in example (39) there is a 
contrast between how the grandmother cooked her own food and how she cooked her grandchildren’s food. 
Correct participant identification would result if the independent pronoun were omitted, but by including it the 
contrast is emphasized. 

 39) Ch``q v``m o``s `m,ch``q tsm`` jt,q`` h v`mhm``q s``,h h 
3du go arrive EDPOS-3du food at-there 3s prepare E-3s 3s 

stm,stm,h jt l` q` onkn m` s`lhmhlh- L` h` `,m` tsm`` h 
RDPL-cook-3s just with ART liquid CP urinate and 3s EDPOS-3s food 3s 

stm,h l` q` l`o``j jn q` l`s``,m` c``mhl- 
cook-3s with ART salt.water from ART eye-3sPOS river 

‘They arrived their food was there prepared she cooked it just with urine. And her food she 
cooked with salt water from the spring.’ 

3.3.2 Independent Pronoun Phrase 

More common than the independent pronoun is the pronoun phrase. It basically fulfils the same functions, 
of emphasis as in example (40), and of contrast as in example (41). By modifying the pronoun more information 
can be communicated. It is not possible to convey meanings such as ‘self’, ‘all’ and ‘also’ without an 
independent pronoun, that is these cannot merely occur with the person marking morpheme. In example (40) the 
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pronoun phrase is used to emphasize who is feeling the sadness, and in example (41) the pronoun phrase is used 
to emphasize the contrast between the minister’s actions and his family’s actions. 

 40) H` ts h j`qh``m` a`kds ` s`otmtj l` q` a`k``,m` kdm,ah h a`an 
3s self 3s feel again ART sadness with ART stomach-3sPOS like-this 3s see 

kdkd a`kds ` jtl j``mj``m a`` ch``q `` o``l,h--- 
recognize again ART PL anger that 3du PRF do-3s 

 ‘She herself felt again the sadness with her stomach like this she recognized again the anger that 
they had done...’ 
 

 41) @ mtlh``s s``k`s``k` GA Rgdksnm h` l`,jt h jh o`` h vdq lh``s+ 
ART POS-1plex minister HB Shelton 3s now-only 3s sit so.that 3s teach 1plex 

l` `,mt,m` s`at`m l` jtl m``s ch atqts l` ch`s t q` vhmdhtl l` 
and ART-POS-3s wife and PL child UNSPEC fear with 3p in ART fight and 

ch`s v``m ltf` t,qnmf @trsq`kh`- 
3p go first to-there Australia 

‘Our minister HB Shelton just he stayed so that he taught us and his wife and children were feared 
for in the war and they went ahead to Australia.’ 

3.3.3 Independent Pronoun with a Relative Clause 

The least common of the three independent pronoun constructions is the independent pronoun with a 
relative clause. The relative clause in this construction helps in participant identification, but the pronoun itself 
is used primarily to highlight the participant. In example (42) ‘her sister’ is the noun phrase that identifies the 
participant and ‘she who is a babysitter Kaapi’ further distinguishes the participant from other sisters. 

 42) v`jhq l` ch``q jh v`j``j j`ahm` a`` sdm`v`vh,m` h` a`` adahrhs` 
NEG now 3du sit good reason that sister-3sPOS 3s DEM babysitter 

J``oh+ h v``m--- 
Kaapi 3s go... 

‘now they didn’t live well because her sister, she who is a babysitter Kaapi, she went ...’ 

3.3.4 Unspecified subject pronoun 

The word ch is used by a speaker when he doesn’t want to identify the subject of a clause. This may be 
because he doesn’t know who the subject is or more likely that it is irrelevant or unimportant and what really 
matters is the object. Although it can be used to track a very minor participant, its use is more to take the focus 
off the subject and put it onto something else. So it can be categorized in the highlighting section not because it 
emphasizes the participant to which it refers, but because it highlights another participant by lowering this 
participant’s status. It is often used when English would use a passive construction. 

We can see its use in example (43) from Kaapi’s Death story where ‘that little woman’ is the major 
participant and what is done to her is what’s important, not who did it. 

 43) Hn ch`s kn o`` s`at`m khj l`` t,m``mf` t q` jkhmhj a``r hn 
well 3p carry E woman little DEM to-up to ART clinic bus well 

ch kn,h t,md t q` jkhmhj lhm- Hn a`` ch kn,h 
UNSPEC carry-3s to-down to ART clinic here well when UNSPEC carry-3s 

t,md t q` jkhmhj ch`s o``l ` jtl lnmfnqn m` tsm`` tm,h- 
to-down to ART clinic 3p do ART PL many CP thing on-3s 

Ch tmf nwxfdm m`,qtl` tm,h+ h`jt o` h v`q``ts k``q o``,h- 
UNSPEC put oxygen at-house in-3s but NEG 3s help be.able E-3s 

‘Well they carried that little woman up to the clinic bus, well she was carried down to the clinic 
down to here even at SIL. Well when she was carried down to the clinic they did many things on 
her. Oxygen was put inside her, but it wasn’t able to help her.’ 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The Ramoaaina speaker has a variety of reference forms from which to choose. In selecting a form he 
needs to ensure that the hearer can distinguish which participant he is referring to. His selection, however, is not 
random. He will use a low level reference form unless in doing so ambiguity of participant identification would 
result. The higher level reference forms are mostly used when a low level form is not sufficient to disambiguate 
participants, although there may be other reasons too, such as using a noun phrase to show the important part in 
a story. 

As well as various reference forms available for establishing and maintaining identity, the Ramoaaina 
speaker also has some reference forms at his disposal for highlighting a particular participant. Although these 
are not used often, they allow the speaker to draw special attention to one participant. 
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